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**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE**

New Self-help Book, ONE SHOT. ONE LIFE., Prepares You for Success
LINCOLN, NE and NEW YORK, NY—Morgan James Publishing is pleased to announce our
new self-help book release, ONESHOT. ONELIFE.: The Ultimate Success Formula to Help You
Win at Anything in Life by Doug Fitzgerald from Lincoln, NE.
ONESHOT. ONELIFE. will help you start achieving real and meaningful success in every area of
your life. In it you will learn how to implement five powerful principles, called The Ultimate
Success Formula, that have been proven to help people succeed in the vital areas of Money,
People, Faith, Work and Health.
The Ultimate Success Formula will help you establish clear priorities in these areas, find a
proven plan to achieve each priority, and apply critical secrets needed to stay persistent in
implementing your plans to completion. You will also discover “The Multipliers,” two bonus
principles that provide an edge and help multiply your overall success.
Whatever goals or dreams you have for your life, ONESHOT. ONELIFE. is the proven roadmap
to get you there.
The book is currently available through your favorite bookstore or online at amazon.com.
Doug has also launched a new website that utilizes the powerful principles of The Ultimate
Success Formula through an online course, mastermind groups, one-on-one coaching, seminars
and more. Find out more at www.oneshotonelife.com or info@oneshotonelife.com.
If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Doug
Fitzgerald, please call Mysi Girdlestone at 402-601-5001 or email her at
mysi@oneshotonelife.com.

About the Author:
Doug Fitzgerald is a motivational and life-changing speaker, personal coach and author. Known
for his authentic and relational approach to life, Doug’s real, honest, and transparent
communication is admired for being focused on helping others achieve their life priorities.
Doug’s leadership is on the cutting edge of growth and development, focused on achieving big
goals and priorities, continually growing a vision to help and serve others, and creating tools to
achieve success that actually work. Over the past few years he has been developing ONESHOT.
ONELIFE., his latest business to help people stop worrying and start winning in the areas of
Money, People, Faith, Work, Health and Sex. He started his career as a radio disc jockey for 7
years (hosting a #1 Top 40 Morning Show) and served as a Youth & Executive Pastor for 13
years before turning his attention to starting and building a multi-million-dollar business over the
past 11 years. Doug holds Bachelor of Science Degrees in both Human Resource Development
and Biblical Studies from Grace University in Omaha, NE. He currently resides in Lincoln,
Nebraska and has been married to his wife Tammie for over 27 years. They have two children,
Dylan and Sydney. To have him share his motivational message, speak, or bring “ONESHOT.
ONELIFE. - The Ultimate Success Formula Seminar” to your business, group, or organization,
you can contact him through his website at www.oneshotonelife.com.
More About This Title:
ONESHOT. ONELIFE. - The Ultimate Success Formula to Help You Win at Anything in Life by
Doug Fitzgerald is published by Morgan James Publishing. ONESHOT. ONELIFE.—ISBN 9781683508656—has 126 pages and is sold as a trade paperback for $16.95.

About Morgan James Publishing:
Morgan James publishes trade quality titles designed to educate, encourage, inspire, or entertain
readers with current, consistent, relevant topics that are available everywhere books are sold.
(www.MorganJamesPublishing.com)
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